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About This Content

The war for control continues in Gauntlet! Featuring a new single-player scenario and some new maps for multiplayer, Gauntlet
will have you beating your foes into submission in one exciting battle after the next.

Features:

 Gauntlet Scenario - Two Substrate entities are fighting an ongoing war with tremendous armies you can’t possibly
hope to match. Can you somehow cross the battlefront to capture - and hold - the lone Turinium Generator in the far
north?

 Maps:

 Tanuk - Enjoy this medium sized and symmetrical map, great for free for all, a 3-team split, or 3 player
rumble! This intense map can host up to 6 players.

 Nightshade - Join up with some teammates for a classic compstop on this large 4-player map, or take on 3 foes
by yourself from a strong vantage point.

 Frontier - Challenge yourself against your friends or the AI in this large, 5-player ice map. A single player starts
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in the middle on top of a winding plateau and must fend off the surrounding enemies who are mounting up to
strike.

 Hammer of the Gods - Duke it out for the tempting Turinium Generator in the center of the battlefield or seize
control of all of the resource-rich basins on the edges of your territory in this 4-player map, great for free-for-all
or 2v2 skirmishes.

 Delphi - Set up your defenses on one of the plateaus dotting this small, 4-player map. Great for free-for-all or
team matches, the generators and resources spread around will be sure to draw any turtles out of their shells.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Gauntlet DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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It works well at what it portrays. Teleport around, shoot stuff. I would have liked a little more direction as to where to go and
some variety of enemies and weapons but the shoot from cover is pretty cool.. I cannot think of another moment in my life that
I was closer to passing out from sheer sensory overload. I have never been to church before, but I will be attending this Sunday.
Well done.. Wow this game is bad. 99 cents was too much.. This game is very simple but also very fun. It is extremely addictive
and I don't even really like puzzle games. I hate puzzle games that always seem to rush you with timers and crap but this is
actually really neat and rewrds simple, smart thinking rather than anything else.. As a giantess fan I will give the thumbs up,
really good and in that matter, i can only say it was in need of more giantess... the more the better. But once again, only 2
choices to be made, and it would basically be "choose the good end or bad end." Kinda disappointing that you can't choose a
"waifu" and have more story time with her. But in overall , i liked the novel and await for a Time Tenshi 3 with more giantess
around. Wow, it's great to have Lumines back. As I relearn how to play it I am instantly falling back in love with this classic. If
you've enjoyed lumines in the past, this will easily be your jam.

Gameplay: https://youtu.be/QSmKzcAKKeM. This game has only partial Controller Support, and unsatisfactory functionality.
It's Options Menu does not even register my new SteelSeries as being connected, when the Steam Settings (Big Picture) does, I
run XBox Controller Configuration, and all my other Full Controller Support games work fine. So it's within the Game itself,
with only Partial Controller Support. I'm un-installing it now.. While the IndyCar Pack for GRID 2 is a small addition to the
game it does add a lot of interesting factors into the game. After purchasing the IndyCar Pack you'll receive two routes at the
world famous Indianapolis Motor Speedway Circuit, two vehicle liveries for the Chevrolet Camaro SS and Corvette Z06, and
the IndyCar itself. While the IndyCar and the tracks added are fun, it's not totally worth seven dollars.. This is an interesting
game. The backgrounds are beautiful, there are cutscenes which show real locations (or close enough), and the plot is...
different. The main difference is that the protagonist is a woman who may have fallen out of love with her husband, and gets a
divorce (I think two of the endings does not involve that plot point).

There are seven endings in total, so find your own way through love, work, and everything else!

There is a Match-3 element, but it is rather simple (and does not have the limiting factor in True Lover's Knot, which I believe is
another VN created by this company).. Good stuff, got immersed in the story and anime tiddies are pretty good. I do kinda wish
it had more content though (coughcough more pictures in the extras menu). The price is fukn amazing tho.
10/10 would ♥♥♥♥ an xbox again

P.S. episode 2 release date?
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Multiplayer is dead, the points system is designed make you stop between 27000 and 28000, the game isn't even original, and
compared to all the games which would be massively improved by being less boring than 1v1, this game becomes utter nonsense
with more than two players since the winner is determined by who goes after the dumbest player.
Got this for less than a dollar and it was still a waste of money.
Wasn't going to even say anything but the designer comes off as desparate, begging for positive reviews in the game itself. You
can't tell me what to do, your half-effort game gets the negative review it deserves.. I really wish I could recommend this game.
As you can probably tell from other reviewers, it is a blatant Limbo rip-off, without any of the ambience, mystery, or
atmosphere of Limbo. If this game had come out first, it would have certainly had more of an impact. Not to say that it wasn't
an enjoyable, short, somewhat challenging platformer. The graphics are also quite nice, and if you are going to rip off a game
visually, you of course could do much worse than ripping off Limbo's visuals. The addition of color is nice, but it doesn't save
the visuals from lacking the polish, weight, depth, and subtleties that Limbo has. Animation is also much more stilted than
Limbo's, and the hidden areas and switches are in some cases too hidden and you only stumble upon them by just running into
the edges of structures haphazardly searching where to go next.

Also for those of you playing on Steam Link with an Xbox controller, I had a number of issues. Occasionally pressing the jump
button would trigger two successive jumps in a row which is killer on some of the more precise platforming sections. Also there
was no "use" button which made some of the puzzles impossible to complete with this controller, which is ridiculous. I had to go
complete the puzzles with my computer mouse in these circumstances. I'm not sure if this is an oversight on the developer's part
as I have had a number of issues on various games which say they properly support controllers via Steam Link...and then they
don't. I used a PS3 controller attached to my computer and it worked fine, there were no problem's with the "use" button. I
haven't attempted hooking up the Xbox controller to my computer though so I'm not sure if this was an issue with the Xbox
controller and Steam Link, or the Xbox controller in general for this game. Also this was tested on OSX. Maybe less issues on
Windows, I'm not sure.. Pros:
It's free.... Actually it was a dollar, nevermind
The storyline is promising

Cons:
It's short
It's annoying
Most of the gameplay time is made up of reading speech bubbles.

3/10. This game should have been free
. A tutti gli amanti dei puzzle game lo consiglio alla grandissima!. I'm enjoying it so far, the plane is easy to fly, trims out
extremely well and has good visibility for sightseeing. I'm one that would play FSX a lot more if I was better at deciding where
to go, so this sort of "guide" is perfect.

Got for $8 on steam sale, perfectly happy paying that for the time I'll spend, and picked up Europe and Arabia as well. Not sure
I'd have spent 17 to give it a shot. Hope to see other countries\/regions done this way.
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